IT Hardware Security
Solutions for Industry
and Logistics
Compatible

At Compulocks we understand that the industrial
working environment can be very demanding, and
requires special attention when designing suitable
products. Compulocks IT hardware security and display
solutions for industry and logistics are robust and
durable, to fit tough operating conditions while
enabling comfortable and easy use.
Our solutions come as a complete tablet display and
security bundle or may be customized by our product
experts to suit our customers’ precise requirements.
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NEW Product

VESA Rail Mount
Compatible

For VESA mountable enclosures and monitors
up to 15” screen size.
Use new mounting locations with the VESA
Universal Rail Mount for all rails and poles upto
1.50”Ø. Fixed with tamper-proof screws, the
mount allows screens to be set Portrait or
Landscape and offers both flip and swivel for
easy interactivity in the workplace.
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NEW Product

VESA Rail Mount Available with

Space Rail Mount

Cling Rail Mount

Magnetix Rail Mount

Compatible

Compatible

Compatible

The high-grade Aluminum Space Enclosure

The Cling Mount secures all iPad and most

The Magnetix Mount is an interactive display

for improved ventilation and access to

setup. Tablets are secured using a clamp

users to lift and hold the tablet, while it is

features rounded edges and open corners

buttons and inputs with a Quick Lock/Unlock
Keyed lock. The Enclosure design enables
continuous charging and for peripheral
cables to be plugged in with cable

management through the VESA Rail Mount.
The Space Enclosure can be mounted

Portrait or Landscape and the VESA Rail
Mount provides screen flip and swivel.

tablets 7”-13” screen size with quick and easy
with tamper proof screws and cable

management. The Cling Mount rotates

between Portrait and Landscape mode to

create a dynamic solution with the VESA Rail
Mount's swivel and flip.

solution that enables

secured to the base with

a cable lock. When on the VESA Rail Mount,
screens up to 15" can

be used Portrait or Landscape, with flip and
swivel for ease of use

and comfortable interaction for
entertainment and self-service.

Info Point

Help your employees work more
efficiently by providing them accessible
information stations. Whether it’s a
floor-stand, counter-top, or wall-mount,
we have a range of solutions that are
perfect for logistics and warehouse use.
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Keyboard Tray
- Universal keyboard tray

- Compatible with our enclosures and stands
- Comfortable 60-degree angle
- 100 x 100 VESA pattern
SKU: UKBTRAYB

Landscape
or portrait

Full tilt
screen

BrandMe with Tray
Brandable secured tablet floor stand
Durable aluminium construction

Continuous charging while mounted

Added tray for a printer or hand sanitizers
SKU: 140B, UKBTRAYB

Universal Security Tablet
Holder
- Universal tablet display stand
- Optimal 45-degree display

- Adhesive security plate with a 6-feet cable lock.
- Balance stabilizer design
SKU: HOVERTAB

Landscape
or portrait

Magnetix Wall Mount
- Suitable for display and hand-held
- Cable-lock secured

- Easy on-off functionality

- Universal, fits all brands and sizes
SKU: MNTXWM01
Lock slot

Tablet Mounts
Compatible

Most industrial companies and
businesses use rugged tablets and
cases, to ensure the safety of their
devices. Compulocks offers counter or
wall Mounts that will fit the specific size,
as well as the harsh conditions.
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Rugged Case Mounts

iPad Rugged Case
Security Mount
- Fits iPads 7.9" - 12.9"

Screen tilt
Swivel

- Supports both portrait and landscape modes
- Quick lock and release system
- Mounts to wall or counter-top
SKU: 820BRCH

Portrait or
landscape
mode

Universal Tablet Rugged
Case Stand
- Adjustable to fit most rugged cases 7" - 13"
- Suited for counter or wall mount

- Easy release and lock mechanism
- Screen tilt and swivel
SKU: 820BRCH

Adjustable Mounted Arms

Swing Arm
Full tilt
screen

- Tilt, pan, and swing for multiple display angles

- Mount on the wall, counter-top, or any flat surface
- Great for limited space and corners

Pan

- Extended arm up to 10 inches off the wall
SKU: 827B
Swing arm

Reach Arm

Tilt arm

- Compatible with 75 and 100mm VESA

- Arm mount extends out to 24" with 16" lift
move up and
down

- Quick slide on / off display mount
- Wall mount or desk clamp
SKU: 660REACH

Adjustable Mounted Arms

swivel

Extra Long Articulating Arm
- Wall Mounted Ergonomic Monitor Arm
- Extra-long 4 ft. arm

pan

- Suitable for interactive touch screen, raised

workstation or machinery monitoring systems

SKU: 1050MAAW

tilt

On the Move for Mobile Tablets
Compatible

Secure your mobile workforce with
Compulocks’ “grab and go” universal
solutions. Our adjustable handgrip
design fits comfortably, easily connects
to any tablet, and allows you to secure it
to a stand or fixed point with a
cable-lock.
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Universal Hand Grips

Tablet Hand Grip
- Universal to fit all tablets sizes and brands

- Adjustable strap for a comfortable fit, even with gloves
- Industrial-strength adhesive

- Integrated security cable lock slot
SKU: GRPLCK

Adjustable
hand strap

Grip and Dock Tablet Stand
360 screen
rotation

- Secured “Grab & Go" tablet stand
- Quick lock and release system
- Wall or counter-top mount
- Optional swivel base
SKU: 189BGRPLCK

Tilt and swivel
movement

Rise Freedom
Compatible

Rise Freedom Extended is a versatile
rolling station, perfect for integrating and
deploying tablets and screens into a
variety of mobile-connected
environments
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On the Move - for Mobile Tablets

Rise Freedom
- 75x75mm & 100x100 mm VESA Mount Compatibility

- Maximum monitor size/weight: 15” (38.1 mm) / 5 lbs. (2.27 kg)
- VESA plate tilts up 90 degree & down 90 degree
- Pan Monitor Arm for the Perfect Viewing Angle

- Two articulating 6” arms provide 12” of Extension
- Adjusts to True Sitting and Standing Height

- Locking casters keep the wheeled stand in an anchored position

- Smooth powder-coated surfaces stand up to commercial cleaning
- Through Pole Cable Management

Accessories
available:

- Tray
- Basket
- Lockable Utility Box
w/ Cord Management
Cleat (secures cord,
power adaptor, and
cables)

SKU: MCRSTDW

Extra protection for mobile use

Edge Case Rugged Tablet
Protection
- Suited for use with the Hand Grip
Rubber case to protect the tablet

Cutouts for buttons, ports, and cameras
Rubberized for a firm grip

SHIELD - Tempered Glass
Screen Protector
- Shatter-proof and scratch-resistant
- Maintains touchscreen sensitivity
- Crystal clear image resolution

- Nano-coating to repel finger marks and dust

Case Study
The Solution - Active rugged
Compulocks designed a custom

and landscape viewing modes.

aluminium and a rubber and

magnetic charging cable, for easy

hybrid solution made of light-weight
silicone body, to the exact

measurements of the tablet. This
allowed for a durable solution,

suitable for emergency situations.

The Challenge
A National rescue organization that
provides emergency pre-hospital
medical care and ambulances,

required a solution that would allow
them to dock and charge tablets in
their vehicles.

The solution had to be shock-resistant

and durable, and be easily docked and
released, as the teams operate under
pressure and in high-speed driving
conditions.

The case has an ergonomically
designed Hand Grip with an

adjustable strap for easy grip and
comfortable hold. It has a

360-degree tablet rotation that

easily accommodates both portrait

Complete with a fast-release clip and
and quick charging. A shock-proof
bracket and holder complete the

solution, alongside a docking head
and tray for a Bluetooth keyboard.
This innovative solution by

Compulocks has since been deployed
on a fleet of over 1,000 ambulances.

Compulocks
www.compulocks.com
b2b@compulocks.com
+1800-948-0344

Compulocks Europe
www.maclocks.eu
eu@compulocks.com
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